
Have You Played Grand 
Theft Auto 
Five?
Nicholls: "Yes"
Thompson:"Yes”
Hanford: "No"
Cole: "No, but I’ve had a limited view of some of the scenes."

What was your initial reaction to the more 
graphic scenes ? Such as the torture and 
strip club scenes?
Tom: "The torture scene was grusome but in the end there was a great message. After the torture scene was over the main character took the tortured man to the airport and told him to start a campaign to get rid of government torture.”"The strip club was way too excessive."
Kyle: "Cool. Good graphics. Don’t beat that poor man and slap the poor stripper."

What is your response to the report that an eight-year-old shot 
and killed his elderly caregiver after playing Grand Theft Auto?

Nicholls: "It is not the games fault. While it can sway people it is because they already have some sort of problem.”
Thompson:”That is the failure on the parents for two reasons. One, why the hell does an eight-year- old have access to a gun. Two, they should have taught the child right from wrong. (And not let him play it)"
Hanford: "I am not surprised.It’s appalling that an eight year old would be allowed to play it. If there’s nobody to explain for this child, the images can easily become reality. The line is too easy to blur." 
Cole: "It’s hard not to see a correlation between the violent game-play

immediately before the shooting and the shooting itself."
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Should companies like Rockstar be allowed to sell 
games that are this violent to the general public?

Nicholls: "Yes, if you don’t like it then don’t buy it."
Thompson: "Yes, video games do not determine solely how someone should act. I have played GTA three, four, five, San Andreas and Liberty City and I am not a mass' murderer, similar to my 8,000 kills on San Andreas. If you think it will be a problem, don’t buy it!!!”
Hanford: "Of course they should! It’s a free country. The problem is not so much the game, but the reality that the content of the game is so unbelieveably intense and complex that it requires work and time to process that most parents don’t have."
Cole: "This issue is bigger than violent video games. The shooting of the elderly caregiver and video game violence are symptoms of larger societal problems; lack of parental supervision, gun violence and access to weapons to name a few."
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